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SACRAMENTO AIRPORT HOTEL ANNOUNCES COMPLETION OF RENOVATIONS 

The Courtyard Sacramento Airport Natomas Hotel welcomes guests to experience 
upgraded guest rooms and public spaces. 

 

Sacramento, CA – Sacramento, CA – The Courtyard Sacramento Airport Natomas 

Hotel has just announced completion of a number of exciting improvements to its 

property. Fresh off the heels of a Refreshing Business lobby concept, newly renovated 

guestrooms complement a list of thoughtful amenities already offered, such as a free 

airport shuttle, complimentary high-speed Internet access, and great dining options. 

 

“From day one, Courtyard has prided itself as a brand that listens to what travelers want 

from a hotel,” said Kelly Vytlacil, General Manger, 

Courtyard Sacramento Natomas Airport. “Guests want to 

balance between working and relaxing, and our rooms 

enable them to be productive or unwind when traveling 

alone or with family.” 

 

Located near the American River and surrounded by a serene landscape, this 

Sacramento Airport hotel has become a favorite destination for leisure and business 

travelers alike. First time guests and returning travelers alike will immediately appreciate 

refreshing enhancements made to the guest rooms.  

 

Each one of the hotel accommodations now features updated carpet and accent 

wallpaper, creating a stylish environment to rest and relax in. Warm wooden accents call 

to mind the lush forested area surrounding the hotel, while upgraded bed linens feature 

bold new colors that tie into the overall aesthetics of the space and provide added 

comfort. 

 

Providing a warm, sophisticated environment, the renovated rooms accommodate 

guests’ desire to stay connected, productive and refreshed during their stay. For 

travelers with work to do, the ample work space and a new ergonomic business task 

chair offer a fresh approach to staying productive while on the road. Guests can connect 
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to complimentary wireless high-speed Internet access and check in at the office or with 

family and friends. Improved lighting, including new lamps, will allow night owls to finish 

up their report, regardless of the time.  

 

 

Other improvements to guest rooms include plush sleeper sofas, new tile and décor in 

the spacious bathroom, and upgraded window treatments. Thanks to a recent 

partnership with Paul Mitchell, guests to the hotel can indulge in premium bath products 

including Paul Mitchell Awapuhi Shampoo, a color-safe shampoo that is number one in 

the industry, along with conditioner and Paul Mitchell Tea Tree Lemon Sage Body 

Lotion. The Sacramento Airport hotel has also installed new carpet, wallpaper and 

lighting fixtures in the stairways and hallways. 

 

For breakfast and lunch, guests can enjoy their food in an environment that combines 

style, technology and friendly service at the Bistro—Eat. Drink. Connect®. The new 

dining concept proudly features Starbucks® coffee and abundant seating space allows 

guests to dine, socialize and connect to complimentary wireless Internet. In the evening, 

guests can enjoy wine, cocktails and beer at happy hour and snack on light dining 

selections while relaxing by the fireplace or at the pool. 

 

Those interested in exploring the surrounding 

area will benefit from a recently installed signature 

GoBoard® that lets guests find directions, 

discover restaurants, receive the latest news 

headlines and check sports scores. Guests can 

also continue their workout regimen in the hotel’s 

oversized fitness center, featuring the latest cardio and weight training equipment. 

 

Discover one of the best hotels in Sacramento today and book a stay at the Courtyard 

Sacramento Airport Natomas Hotel. 

 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Courtyard by Marriott offers a refreshing environment that helps guests stay connected, 
productive and balanced. Intuitive services and design accommodate guests’ needs for 
choice and control. With more than 860 locations in 30 countries, Courtyard is Marriott’s 
largest brand. All Courtyard by Marriott hotels participate in the award-winning Marriott 
Rewards frequent travel program that allows members to earn hotel points or airline 
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miles for every dollar spent during each stay. For more information, including guest 
guided video tours of the new lobby and the latest brand information, visit 
www.gocourtyard.com. For reservations, go to www.courtyard.com or contact a travel 

professional 

 
 

Click here for Marriott International, Inc. (NYSE: MAR) company information. 
 
For daily company news and information, visit www.MarriottNewsCenter.com.  
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